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FINAL #CREW MEETING IN VIENNA: IT’S NOT THE END, IT’S JUST THE
BEGINNING
BY NGO VERSLI MAMA

The first Erasmus+ project #CREW under the
coordination of Lithuanian NGO Versli mama
reached its final stage, with the 3rd transnational
project meeting taking place in the picturesque and
inspiring Austrian capital, Vienna. Hosts from the
Austrian Association of Inclusive Society, AIS,
welcomed the biggest ever crew of 13
representatives from Lithuania, Greece, Cyprus,
Italy, and Spain, let alone AIS members themselves.
More than happy about transnational cooperation,
beyond expectations, well-managed project,
partner feedback messages read. Partnership
unanimously agreed on the successful cooperation
despite COVID-19 challenges, including but not
limited to traveling as well as training face-to-face
restrictions.

Highly intense brainstorming went on during the first meeting day,
as the partnership prepared its strategy for the final report.
Administrative and managerial tasks along with the impact
evaluation on the local, regional, national, and international levels
were among the hottest topics discussed. ‘Many heads are better
than one,’ Skaidre Vainikauskaite-Tomaseviciene cited a
Lithuanian proverb, encouraging crew members to share their
expertise for a better result.
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EDUCONF ‘I AM AN ENTREPRENEURIAL MOM’ BOOSTS FEMALE
CREATIVITY AND RESILIENCE THROUGH DIVERGENT THINKING
BY NGO VERSLI MAMA

“Don’t be afraid to change Your professional path, because our ultimate goal is to feel happy
with our choices”, dr. Janina Radvile, a coach and author of the motivational book ‘It is never
too late to live’ encouraged, presenting on CREW Training Course on Career Management
Skills she was the developer behind.
FIND OUT MORE AT THE PROJECT WEBSITE

“Divergent thinking is about
imagination, i. e. the ability to think
about all of the possibilities.
Meanwhile, convergent thinking is
about discernment and choicemaking, i. e. from all of the
possibilities, which might be the best
choice?”, she said, explaining that
both thinking patterns happen in 2
different parts of the brain, with the
divergent part of the brain firing with
numerous ideas, and the convergent
part filtering and discarding all the
“dumb” ones before they are even
fully thought through or expressed.

THE #CREW PROJECT RESULTS WERE
INTRODUCED IN NICOSIA, CYPRUS
BY ENOROS CONSULTING LTD

Enoros
Consulting
Ltd
organized the Multiplier Event
for the CREW project, on 7th
of July, in Nicosia, Cyprus.
Over 35 stakeholders from
educational
centers,
Nonprofit associations, Public
universities, Consulting and
other private organizations
attended to the event. During
the event the main results of
the project were introduced.
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